The following theorem also follows readily without use of the assumption that an arc is bounded:
I shall show that the word "bounded" in this definition is superfluous.! Lennes proves the simpler properties of formal order on an arc without any use of the assumption that it is bounded. He also proves ( § § 4,8) that "if A 0 is any point of an arc AB, and ti any triangle containing Ao as an interior point, then (in case Ao 4= A) there is a point A\ on the arc AA 0 and (in case A G 4= B) a similar point Bi on the arc BA 0 such that every point of the arc AiBi lies within ti."
The following theorem also follows readily without use of the assumption that an arc is bounded:
If a point Ao of an arc AB is a limit point of a set of points [S] of the arc AB, and C is A or (if A 0 4= A) any point of the * Loc. cit., p. 308. t Since I wrote this paper it has been pointed out to me by Professor R. L.Moore that a modification of the argument used in the proof of Theorem 49 on p. 159 of his paper "On the foundations of plane analysis situs," Transactions Amer. Math. Society, vol. 17 (1916) In the first case any triangle h containing Pi contains an arc a-i of AB containing Pi. The arc a\ contains a point Q 2 of [S 2 ]. The arc APi of AB is contained in a polygon pi. Therefore the subarc AQ 2 = AP\ + P162 lies entirely within a polygon (Lennes, Theorem 15, § 2), and is bounded, contrary to hypothesis. In the second case any triangle t 2 about P 2 contains an arc a 2 containing P 2 , a 2 contains a point Qi of [Si] , AQi is contained in a polygon, and therefore AP 2 = AQi + QiP 2 is contained in a polygon and is bounded, contrary to hypothesis. Thus in either case the supposition that AB is not bounded leads to a contradiction. UNIVERSITY 1. CONSIDER a regular substitution group G of order g. All the substitutions on the same letters that are commutative with every substitution of G form a group G', of order g, called the conjoint of G. These groups are conjugate.* If G is abelian, G = G'. In the contrary case the statement that a
